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Recent Pat Anticancer Drug Discov. Jan;7(1) Recent patents on live bacteria and their
products as potential anticancer agents. Fialho AM(1). Bacteria. Cultures from the ATCC
Bacteriology Collection are useful in a variety of research and industrial applications, and
include methicillin-resistant/sensitive .
Lactic acid bacteria produce a variety of metabolic products that are capable of interfering
with the growth of other microbes. These bacterial end products have.
Bacteria are the most important microorganisms to the food processor. cleaning and sanitizing,
and in the product itself by adjusting storage temperature , pH. recontamination of pasteurized
fluid milk products with these bacteria is a major households), the priority is clearly to have
access to food products that are.
Scientists can also manipulate bacteria to excrete or pump the products outside their cells,
making the compounds easier to extract [5,6,7].
Lactic acid bacteria refers to a large group of beneficial bacteria that have similar properties
and all produce lactic acid as an end product of the.
Bacteria Survive in NASA's Clean Rooms by Eating Cleaning Products can eat the very
cleaning products that are meant to banish them. The following review will discuss the
successful application of several of the metabolic products produced by lactic acid bacteria in
lk)od systems. Key words: .
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